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obert Skipwith never became famous, but he did one thing to secure a permanent place in American history: in 1771 he persuaded his prospective
brother-in-law, Thomas Jefferson, to draw up a list of recommended books with
which to form a library. The catalogue of 148 titles that Jefferson subsequently produced, known as the Skipwith list, has become a significant document not only in
Jefferson studies but in American cultural history. To gauge what enlightened
Americans were reading on the eve of the Revolution, whether in literature or
politics or religion or natural history, scholars have been able to consult the list of
books recommended to Robert Skipwith by a young reader about to establish
himself as one of the most cultivated and consequential men of his time.
Thomas Jefferson was then twenty-eight years old. Not yet a statesman nor even
fully seasoned as a lawyer, the Thomas Jefferson of these years is described by his
biographer as "pre-eminently a student." "Nothing was more remarkable" about
him, wrote Merrill D. Peterson, "than his love ofbooks and learning."' It was thus
natural for Robert Skipwith, a Virginia gentleman who wanted to acquire a readymade library, to turn for advice to the man who was about to marry his sister-inlaw, Martha Wayles Skelton. The timing of this request was particularly fortunate,
for the previous year Jefferson had lost most of his library in a disastrous fire that
consumed the family residence at Shadwell. As a result, he had spent a great deal
of time and effort during the intervening months pursuing replacements for his
lost books and laying the foundations for a new library conceived on an even
grander scale. 2
What Jefferson had in his Shadwell library, what books he was reading and considered important at this formative period of his life, are questions of great interest,
and the Skipwith list represents a prime opportunity to find indications and possible answers. 3 The list has been taken for and assumed to be many things. Dumas
Malone has authoritatively characterized it as "a catalogue of a general collection
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J

Merrill D. Peterson, Thomas Jeferson and the New Nation
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1970), 28; "The
American Scholar: Emerson and Jefferson," Thomas
Jeferson and the World of Books (Washington: Library of
Congress, 1977), 29.
For a discussion of the "more extensive plan," see Douglas L. Wilson, 'Jefferson's Library," in Thomasjeferson:
A Reference Biography, ed. Merrill D. Peterson (New
York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1985), 157-79.
The principal sources of such information as we have on

the books Jefferson actually owned before the Shadwell
fire are three: ( 1) the inventory of his father's library,
which he inherited (reproduced in Vi,ginia Magazine of
History and Biography, IO (1903): 391); (2) the recorded
purchases in the Virginia Gazette daybooks for the years
1764-66 (University of Virginia Library); and (3) a 1769
invoice from London booksellers inJulian P. Boyd et al.,
eds., The Papers of Thomas Jeferson (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1950-), 1:34.
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of books for a private gentleman. " 4 Coming, as it does, so soon after the Shadwell
fire which destroyed the bulk ofJefferson's books, the Skipwith list is plausibly seen
as at least a partial replication of the library lost to the flames in I 770. It is natural
to assume, as Marie Kimball does, that it "doubtless contains many of the books he
himself had ordered from [his English bookseller] the preceding summer." 5 These
observations lead all too easily to the notion that the Skipwith list is a smaller, more
modest version of Jefferson's own library. Some observers, like John Dos Passos,
have assumed that the Skipwith list was simply "a selection from his own library. " 6
Garry Wills, who has deftly explored the significance of Jefferson's reading and
education in these early years, described it as a list that "indicates the core of the
library Jefferson had first owned or aspired to own." 7 But a study of the makeup of
the list-its categories and proportions, its titles and publication dates-in
comparison with what is known about Jefferson's own libraries, both before and after
the Shadwell fire, indicates that most of these characterizations and assumptions
are either in error or in serious need of qualification.
One may begin with the common assumption that the list represents a selection
fromJefferson's own library. This reasonable and apparently unventuresome notion is utterly exploded by the fact that nearly one third of the books on the
Skipwith list-some
forty-four titles-simply
do not appear in his great library,
the extraordinarily comprehensive collection Jefferson gathered so assiduously over
a period of forty-five years and eventually sold to Congress in I 8 I 5. Although it is
reasonable to assume that some of these same titles (see Table A) must have been in
his previous library at Shadwell, their absence from the great library makes it unlikely that the number was large or that many of them were deemed of great importance to the concerns of the mature Jefferson.
The more one examines the Skipwith list and compares it with the library that
Jefferson was actively building at the time, the more striking the differences become. Consider, for instance, the categories and the proportions of the collection.
Certain subjects of great importance to Jefferson, ones that figured as major categories in his own library, are completely absent in the Skipwith list, both in little
and in large. Mathematics, Geography, and Architecture are conspicuous examples.
Except for a few dictionaries, there is no counterpart to the lavish attention to language and languages one finds in Jefferson's library. And except for a handful of
works in translation, there is no attempt to do justice to Jefferson's cherished classics. In the matter of proportions, fully half the list consists ofliterary works, which
is simply not representative of Jefferson's tastes and intellectual interests, even in
his formative years, when he was more interested in belles-lettres than he would
be later. To take two further examples, the relative importance given to Politics
(eight titles) and Law (three titles) is vastly different from what we find in Jefferson's
own library, where these are two of the largest categories.
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Dumas Malone,J,jferson and His Time: Vol. Six: The Sage
ofMonticello (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1981),
186.
s Marie Kimball,J,jferson: the Road to Glory 1743-1776 (New
York: Coward-McCann,
Inc., 1943), 104.
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John Dos Passos, The Head and Heart of Thomas J,jferson
(Garden City: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1954), 151.
Garry Wills, Inventing America:J,jferson's Declaration of Independence (Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday & Company,
Inc., 1978), 175.
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There is ultimately no mystery about why these discrepancies should occur.
Robert Skipwith seems to have understood perfectly well the differences between
his own interests and those of his scholarly friend and took steps to clarify them. In
a letter to Jefferson in mid-July of 1771, Skipwith told Jefferson he was writing "to
remind you of your obliging promise and withal to guide you in your choice of
books for me, both as to the number and matter of them. I would have them suited
to the capacity of a common reader who understands but little of the classicks and
who has not leisure for any intricate or tedious study. Let them be improving as
well as amusing and among the rest let there be Hume's history of England, the
new edition of Shakespear, the short Roman history you mentioned and all
Sterne's works." 8 Skipwith is clearly at pains to specify both the kinds ofbooks he
wants (those that are readily comprehensible and in English) and the kind he does
not want (those that are recondite and demanding). He further specifies the two
main purposes the books should serve: improvement and amusement. And, further, he gives a sampling of the some of titles he expects to see: Hume's famous
history of England, Capell's edition of Shakespeare, and all of the books of
Laurence Sterne. Skipwith then adds a final guideline regarding cost. "I am very
fond ofBumgarden's manner ofbinding but can't afford it unless Fingal or some of
those new works be bound up only after that manner; that one, Belisarius, and
some others of the kind I would have if bound in gold. Let them amount to about
five and twenty pounds sterling, or if you think proper, to thirty pounds." 9
Jefferson's charge, then, was far from an open one, and in gauging the distinctively Jeffersonian content and character of his recommended list, one needs to pay
heed to the definite limits and restrictions that Skipwith imposed. In responding
two weeks later, Jefferson began by acknowledging a major liberty that he had
taken with Skipwith's instructions: "I sat down with a design of executing your
request to form a catalogue of books amounting to about 30. lib. sterl. but could
by no means satisfy myself with any partial choice I could make. Thinking therefore it might be as agreeable to you, I have framed such a general collection as I
think you would wish, and might in time find convenient, to procure. Out of this
you will chuse for yourself to the amount you mentioned for the present year, and
may hereafter as shall be convenient proceed in completing the whole." 10 With an
inability to stay within budget that would plague him throughout life, Jefferson
had exceeded Skipwith's £30 limit by £77. 11
The surviving rough draft of the Skipwith list in Jefferson's hand (figure 1) shows
that it was composed and revised with care. 12 Characteristically,Jefferson was concerned to find the right order in which to list the books in certain categories, and
a comparison of the draft and the final version shows that certain books were positioned and repositioned in an effort to find the most suitable location. For example, two volumes of dialogues with the dead were first ranked under "History.
Antient," then moved to Miscellaneous. Fragments efantient poetry, the volume in
which the poetry of Jefferson's great favorite Ossian first appeared, was tried out at
8 Robert Skipwith to TJ, July 17, 1771, Papersof Thomas
Jefferson,1:74-5.
9 PapersefThomasJefferson,I :7 5.
10 TJ to Robert Skipwith, Aug. 3, 1771, Papers,1:76.
11

By his own reckoning, the books on the list cost £107/
10. Papers,1:81.

12

The rough draft is in the Massachusetts Historical Society. A printed version of this draft, crudely transcribed and
lacking some details, can be seen in an appendix to Eleanor
Davidson Berman, ThomasJeffersonAmong the Arts (New
York: The Philosophical Library, 1947), 268--'72.
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two different positions in the rough draft and appeared in the final draft in a thirdthe beginning of the poetry section. Fenelon's Telemachus was promoted from the
beginning of the novels to its final position near the top of the list with the epics
and Shakespeare. Jefferson's fastidious concern to find a place of distinction in his
list for these last two books is characteristic of the man, as well as evidence of the
esteem in which he held them.
The most notable thing about the Skipwith list is that more than half of the recommended titles are literary ones (seventy-five of 148 titles) and that a third of these
(twenty-six titles) are works of fiction. 13 This is surprising for a number of reasons,
not the least of which is that Jefferson has not been known as a devotee of fiction.
Nor had Skipwith's written instructions given any warrant for so distinct a bias,
though his conversations may have. After acknowledging that he has exceeded
Skipwith's budget at the opening of the letter, Jefferson turns immediately to the
long list of fictional works. "A view of the second column in this catalogue would
I suppose extort a smile from the face of gravity. " 14 He then develops at some length
the frequently-remarked defense of fiction on the grounds of moral utility, with its
examples from Shakespeare, Marmontel, and Sterne. If the literary half of the list is
aimed at "amusement," it is revealing that Jefferson feels obliged to make the case
for it as "improvement."
In addition to the literary category that he calls Fine Arts, there are seven other
subject categories and one labelled Miscellaneous. The subject categories are of
interest not only for the books they contain, but also for the way they divide up
the intellectual terrain, though the terrain, as we have seen, is not so much
Jefferson's as Skipwith's. The subject categories are, in order: Criticism on the Fine
Arts; Politicks, Trade; Religion; Law; History, Antient; History, Modern; Natural
Philosophy, Natural History, etc. The 148 titles far exceed what Skipwith seems
to have had in mind, but even this figure does not give an adequate picture of the
size and extent of Jefferson's selection. Many titles are multi-volume, and somesuch as "Feilding's works" or "Milton's works"-contain
a substantial number of
individual titles. The total number of bound volumes listed is hard to come at precisely but has been estimated at 379, a large library by the standard of the day. 15
If the categories and proportions in the Skipwith list must be understood as relating basically to Skipwith's preferences and inclinations rather than to Jefferson's,
something of the same may be said of individual titles. Most of the forty-four titles
that Jefferson never bothered to acquire or, if they were in the Shadwell library, to
replace, were literary. (In his so-called "1783" manuscript catalogue, which was
actually begun much earlier, there are several Skipwith items that were listed in
the 1770s as desiderata but crossed out without being checked as having been acquired.)16 A third of the forty-four items recommended to Skipwith but not added
1J

14

15

Seventy-five literary titles constitute the whole of the category of Fine Arts except for the first two entries- "Observations on gardening" and "Webb's essay on painting."
The total of twenty-six fiction titles does not count "Sentimental Journey" and "Voltaire's Works," but does include "Percy's Han Kiou Chouan."
Papers, I :76.
In discussing private libraries in the 18th century colonial
South, Richard Beale Davis says a medium size library
was "usually below a hundred volumes." Intellectual Life
in the Colonial South 1585-1763 (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 1978), 539. For the count of 379

16

volumes, see Arthur Pierce Middleton, "Introduction,"
A Virginia Gentleman's Library (Colonial Williamsburg,
1952), 3.
These are: Ld Lyttleton's Persian Letters, Home's Plays,
Steel's plays, Footes dramatic works, Percy's Runic Poems, Percy's Chinese pieces, Percy's reliques of antient
English poetry, Dodsley's collection of poems, Pearch's
collection of poems, Prior's poems, and Gay's poems.
"Percy's Han Kion Chooan" is also stricken but eventually appears in great library. The "1783'' manuscript catalogue is in the Massachusetts Historical Society.
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Historical Society.
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to his own library were fiction. 17 A number of these were fashionable novels of the
1760s, whose reputations were short-lived, but it is interestng that Jefferson not
only failed to add these to his own library, but the works of the most prestigious
English novelists-Richardson,
Fielding, and Smollett-as well. In short, he recommended Clarissaand TomJones and PeregrinePickleto Skipwith, but elected not
to buy any of them for his own library. Even more surprising is his failure to acquire such a standard favorite as the Spectator,which he knew from his father's library and which was apparently ubiquitous in the eighteenth century. Richard
Beale Davis, whose survey of colonial libraries was extensive, says that "in southern collections the Spectatoris almost as likely to be present as the Bible. "' 8
Most surprising of all, perhaps, is Jefferson's failure to acquire or replace four of
the seven books he recommended under the rubric Criticism on the Fine Arts.
The books in question are listed as "Burke on the sublime and beautiful,"
"Hogarth's analysis of beauty," "Reid on the human mind," and "Smith's theory
of moral sentiments." In his covering letter, Jefferson wrote: "If you are fond of
speculation, the books under the head of Criticism, will afford you much pleasure." 19 This in itself indicates familiarity, but other evidence can be adduced that
Jefferson had read these highly influential works with attention. Garry Wills, in
surveying Jefferson's philosophical reading during this period, persuasively traced
the effects of three of these books on Jefferson's ideas. 20 That all four were read and
studied by the young Jefferson seems assured; that they were in his Shadwell library seems probable. Why they were omitted from so comprehensive a collection as his great library is not known. It has been said that the catalogue of
Jefferson's great library, as a guide to his tastes or interest, "is so extensive as to be
practically useless. " 21 The absence of these books of criticism shows, however, that
books important to his formative years and possibly crucial to his intellectual development were considered dispensable in his maturity and consequently omitted
from the great library.
Just as the provocative Skipwith list cannot be properly regarded as a selection
from Jefferson's own library or even a smaller version of it, it can hardly be characterized as a typical gentleman's library. Eighteenth-century Virginia was replete
with gentlemen's libraries, whose number and makeup have been well studied, and
the Skipwith list, while containing numerous typical items, was in many ways quite
untypical. 22 For example, outside of a few books on gardening and husbandry, it
contained virtually nothing of a practical nature, whereas "do-it-yourself' books
formed a conspicuous portion of most colonial libraries. Such a category obviously
did not fit into the plan that was being followed. Nor did the devotional books and
manuals of piety that were so prominent in the typical colonial library. Religion
17

18

19
20

Thirty-five of the forty-four titles not found in the great
library may be classified as literary; sixteen of these are
fictional. Six were the works of poets (Waller, Gray,
Prior, Gay, Dryden, Churchill) that were represented in
Bell's English poets in 109 volumes, a collection he did not
sell to Congress. See the "1783" manuscript catalogue,
Massachusetts Historical Society.
Richard Beale Davis, A Colonial Southern Bookshelf(Athens: The University of Georgia, 1979), 1 14.
TJ to Robert Skipwith, Aug. 3, 1771, Papers, 1:77.
See Wills, Inventing America, 268-71 (Burke), 181-92
(Reid), 129-31, 199, 202-3, 224-5, 254,301 (Smith). For

the influence of Hogarth, see Berman, Thomas Jefferson
Among the Arts, 55-73.
" Gilbert Chinard, ed., The Literary Bible of Thomas Jefferson
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1928), 2.
22 For useful studies of gentlemen's
libraries in colonial Virginia, see George K. Smart, "Private Libraries in Colonial Virginia," American Literature, IO (1938): 24-52; Louis
B. Wright, The First Gentlemen of Vi~~inia: Intellectual
Qualities of the Early Colonial Ruling Class (San Marino,
Cal.: The Huntington Library, 1940); Richard Beale
Davis, Intellectual Life in the Colonial South.
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was reportedly far and away the leading subject in colonial book sales,23 and George
K. Smart found in his study of one hundred colonial libraries that books on religion "form a nucleus for all libraries. " 24 In the Skipwith list, the Religion category
is not simply untypical but is radically at odds with what would be found in a typical library of the day. The subject of religion was far from central, for one thing,
and as a category, it made up a smaller proportion, comprisingjust ten percent of
the whole. But even more dramatic than these considerations is the selection.
Instead of devotionals, admonitory tracts such as Allestree's The Whole Duty ef
Man, theological writers such as Archbishop Tillotson, treatises on biblical and
doctrinal themes, and endless sermons-instead
of this standard and obligatory fare,
Jefferson recommended a startling retinue of texts under the category of Religion.
To name them in order: "Locke's conduct of the mind in search of the truth";
"Xenephon's
memoirs of Socrates"; "Epictetus"; "Antoninus";
"Seneca";
"Cicero's Offices"; "Cicero's Tusculan questions." At this, the halfway point in
the list, we have yet to encounter a work dealing strictly with religion, much less
with Christianity. The next work, Lord Bolingbroke's PhilosophicalWorks, remedies this situation with a sharp critique of the supernatural elements in the Bible
and Christian beliefs. Jefferson knew this five-volume work in detail, for he had
pored over its arguments in the mid- 1760s and copied out some ten thousand
words into his commonplace book. 25 Next comes another shocker, David Hume's
Essays, the classing of which under Religion was itself a provocative act. This is
followed by yet another rationalist work that Jefferson admired, Lord Kames's
Essays on the PrinciplesefNatural Religion.26 Next on the list is a now obscure but
then current book whose indicative title reads: PhilosophicalSurvey of the Animal
Creation, an Essay. Wherein The GeneralDevastationand Carnagethat reignamong the
differentClassesefAnimals are consideredin a new Point efView; and the vast Increaseef
Life and Enjoyment derivedto the Wholefrom this Institution efNature is clearlydemonstrated.27 This is followed by another obscure but then popular work, Oeconomyef
Human Life, of which Jefferson later said: "this elegant little morsel of morality has
always been a great favorite of mine. " 28 The eccentric sermons of Laurence Sterne,
of which Jefferson had an extravagantly high opinion, are next, the only sermons
listed, and the last two titles are the only conventional and more or less standard
items in the Religion category, "Sherlock on death" and "Sherlock on a future
state." This extraordinary list is thus a thinly disguised statement about the way
one should approach the subject of religion. Later in his life, Jefferson's religious
interests would come to focus on the gospels, but the approach here is very different, for the Bible does not even appear in this category but is pointedly listed instead
under "History. Antient."
23

24
2

5

"Excluding almanacs, the most popular category of books
sold at the printing office during the years covered by the
daybooks was religion, with twice as many sales as any
other." Gregory A. and Cynthia Z. Stiverson, Books Both
Useful and Entertaining: A Study of Book Purchasesand Reading Habits of Virginians in the Mid-Eighteenth Century,
Manuscript Report, (Colonial Williamsburg, 1977), 105.
I am grateful to Pearce Grove of Colonial Williamsburg
for assistance in accessing the Stivcrsons' valuable unpublished report.
Smart, "Private Libraries in Colonial Virginia," 45.
See §§1-34, 36-58 in Douglas L. Wilson, ed., Jefferson's
Literary Commonplace Book, The Papers of Thomas Jefferson,

Second Series (Princeton;

Princeton

University Press,

1989).

See TJ to Thomas Law, June 13, 1814, Andrew A.
Lipscomb and Albert Ellery Bergh, eds., The Writings of
Thomas Jefferson (Washington: Thomas Jefferson Memorial Association, 1905), 14:144.
2 7 This work was by John Bruckner (1726-1804)
and was
first published in English in 1768. See E. Millicent
Sowerby, comp., Catalogue of the Library of Thomas
Jefferson (Washington; Library of Congress, 1952-9),
roo8.
28 TJ to DeBordes,July
7, 1807, quoted in Sowerby 1346.
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No one can read through the Religion category of the Skipwith list and mistake
it for a typical treatment of the subject, and informed readers will recognize at once
the distinctive character of Jefferson's education and temperament at work. Philosophy, which was one of the least popular subjects with Virginia book buyers, 29
has been quietly smuggled into the list under a more respectable name, and religious skepticism has been made to occupy the place usually reserved for piety and
apologetics. Nowhere else in the entire catalogue is Jefferson's intellectual bent so
aggressively on display.
Although the Skipwith list cannot be considered the record of a typical Virginia
gentleman's library, it obviously had dozens of standard and conventional titles in
common with such collections. Many of Jefferson's own favorites as a young man
were those of the age-Shakespeare,
Milton, Pope's Homer, Dryden's Virgil, Don
Quixote, and Tristram Shandy. But Jefferson's mind was distinctive, his intellectual
interests were broad and far-ranging, and he himself was far from being a typical
eighteenth-century reader. To identify the titles in which he had a special interest
as opposed to books recommended principally to satisfy the tastes and wishes of his
friend Skipwith requires a sorting mechanism that can help in distinguishing one
from the other.
It may be useful to think of the Skipwith list as comprising two overlapping
classes: the first (A) would be the books Jefferson included solely for their intellectual value; the second (B), the books he included to gratify Skipwith's expectations. Like the two circles in a Venn diagram, where these two classes overlap they
form a third category. If we can assume that Skipwith expected the selection to
include the popular and conventional titles of which he had heard, the three categories might then be: (1) Non-popular Jeffersonian selections, (2) Popular
Jeffersonian selections, and (3) Non-Jeffersonian or purely Skipwith selections. (See
diagram.) To identify objectively the items on the list that were popular or conventional with Virginia readers (essentially the items in B) would make it possible
to isolate and throw into relief the more distinctively Jeffersonian elements (category 1). A convenient tool for a rough approximation of this is the valuable study
made by Gregory and Cynthia Stiverson of the daybooks of colonial Virginia's
most important bookstore, the Virginia Gazette printing office. 30 By tracking the
book sales recorded in the daybooks that survive for the years 1750-52 and 176466 and advertisements in the newspapers of the same periods, they were able to
identify 997 titles actually advertised or sold in Williamsburg and thus to compile
a clear picture of the choices available locally to book buyers in mid-eighteenthcentury Virginia. Of the 148 titles that appear on the Skipwith list, sixty-nine
(forty-six percent) were sold or advertised in Williamsburg during these years.31
To measure the availability of other titles in the period between the last year covered by the Stiverson study ( 1766) and the composition of the Skipwith list in 1771,
I have compared the Skipwith list with two long advertisements in the Virginia
Gazette listing books for sale, one appearing in February 1768 and the other in
December 1770. These yield an additional seventeen Skipwith titles, making a total

29

3°
J1

Gregory A. and Cynthia Z. Stiverson, Books Both Useful
and Entertaining, Table VII, 92.
Stiverson and Stiverson, Books Both Usefuland Entertaining.
At least seven of the 69 titles (and probably more) have a

different translator or editor from those specified in the
Skipwith list. The listings in the daybooks and the Virginia Gazette advertisements are often too minimal for the
identification of specific editions.
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of eighty-six titles (fifty-eight percent) of the 148 titles on the Skipwith list, and
leaving a balance of sixty-two titles that were apparently neither advertised nor sold
at the printing office in Williamsburg. 32
This is by no means a perfect method of coming at Jefferson's distinctive contribution. For one thing, it leaves out of account the thousands of titles that were
available to Virginia book buyers abroad. But such a reckoning does provide a
rough gauge of what Virginians of the period were being offered by local booksellers as against what Jefferson was recommending to Skipwith. We are thus able
to determine, for example, that, with a single exception, all of the fiction on
Jefferson's list had been for sale in Williamsburg, so we know that in this department Jefferson was only recommending to Skipwith what his neighbors were already reading. 33 In fact, many of the literary titles on Jefferson's list were among
the bestsellers for belles-lettres in Williamsburg. 34 That Jefferson failed to acquire
most of these titles for his own library, together with other considerations to be
mentioned later, seems clearly to indicate that they mostly belong to category 3,
the books Jefferson included mainly to gratify Skipwith's expectations
To scan the items in the Skipwith list that are were not offered by the Virginia
Gazette (see Table B), which is to say the sixty-two titles that might be thought of
as comprising category I, is to peruse a list of books that, by and large, were of
special interest to Jefferson. Most of the books in the untypical but highly
Jeffersonian category, Criticism on the Fine Arts, are of this sort. The Religion
category, as we have seen, reads like a litany of the classical and modern texts that
shaped his ethical ideas, and many of these were unavailable in Williamsburg. To
the standard English poetry favorites of Shakespeare, Pope, Thomson, and Young,
he added Chaucer, Gray, and his great favorite Ossian. In Politics, to the familiar
Montesquieu, he added Locke, Sidney, Bolingbroke, Sir James Steuart's Political
Oeconomy,and Petty's PoliticalArithmetic, none of which appears to have been offered at Williamsburg. Many works by Cicero, both in Latin and English, were
advertised or sold in the printing office, but not the Tusculan Questions,the important text Jefferson had commonplaced in the wake of his father's death. 35 Bayle's
dictionary,Jethro Tull's Horse-hoeingHusbandry,Xenephon, Epictetus, Seneca, the
works of Nicholas Rowe-none
of these seems to have been offered for sale at
the Virginia Gazette printing office, but all were books to which Jefferson was attracted. Along with some very recent titles, such as Thomas Whately's book on
landscape gardening and Blackstone's Commentaries,these titles may be said to constitute a distinctive Jeffersonian stratum.
Perhaps the most frequently remarked aspect ofjefferson's letter and his list are
the two dozen works of fiction and the case he makes for the moral value of fiction. It is tempting to take his eloquent disquisition to signify that, at this stage of
12 The advertisement of 25 February 1768 contains a total
of twenty-three titles from the Skipwith list; that of 13
December 1770, thirty titles. It goes without saying that
the figures given only apply to the sources cited. Further
evidence may show that additional Skipwith titles were
available in Virginia.
33 The exception is "Percy's Han Kiou Chouan,"
a reference to Hau Kiou Choaan; or the pleasing history, trans.
Thomas Percy (1761), which is said to be the first example

of Chinese fiction in English. Though Jefferson failed to
acquire most of the fiction titles for his own library, he
did acquire this one, which probably says more about his
interest in things Chinese than fiction. See Sowerby
4330.
34

35

See Table XIV, "Most Popular Books: Belles Lettres,"
in Stiverson, Books Both Useful and Entertaining.
See §§59-79 in Jefferson's Literary Commonplace Book and
the comments in the editor's introduction, 16-18.
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his life at least, Jefferson was himself an active reader of fiction. But the great
Jefferson editor, Julian P. Boyd, knowing his subject as he did, was suspicious of
this aspect of the Skipwith documents. "The defense of fiction in his letter," Boyd
wrote in the notes to his edition, "is perhaps less noteworthy (since it represents
the views of English critics from Sir Philip Sidney to Addison and Johnson) than
the up-to-the-minute character of the list. " 36 Though it can be shown that the
views in question were not so common and traditional as Boyd supposed, one may
share his reservations about the import of Jefferson's defense.
As the latest publication date for a work of fiction on the list is 1767, "up-tothe-minute" is perhaps somewhat off the mark for 1771. About half the fiction
titles are the work of established writers-Cervantes,
Richardson, Fielding,
Smollett. Most of the remaining titles form a group of fashionable bestsellers from
the 1760s, which are now mostly obscure. We may recognize Eloisa and Emile
because they were written by Rousseau, and of course Sterne's Tristram Shandy.
But few twentieth-century readers would recognize The Adventures efa Guinea,
The Fool efQuality, Theodosiusand Constantia, Soliman and Almena, Memoirsof Miss
Sidney Bidulph, The History efLady Julia Mandeville, or Almoran and Hamet, even
though all had enjoyed great popularity in their day. That these books were all
published between 1760 and 1767-precisely Jefferson's student years from the
time he entered college to the year he began to practice law-suggests
that he
may indeed, at one time, have been a reader of fashionable fiction. But a further
implication is that four years later he may already have moved away from fiction,
a direction that was fully evident in subsequent years. In these circumstances, the
famous justification of fiction in the covering letter has perhaps misled modern
observers, for there is good reason to think that his brief essay relates less to his
interest in novels than to his enthusiasm for the ideas contained in one of the books
he was recommending.
Elements of Criticism(1763) was one of three books by the Scottish jurist, Lord
Karnes, that Jefferson recommended to Skipwith.Jefferson's attachment to Karnes
has been noted by several commentators and is readily evident in his great library,
which contained no less than ten titles by Kames. 37 In her study of Jefferson and
the fine arts, Eleanor Berman demonstrated clearly that Jefferson's letter to
Skipwith reflected some of the ideas and phraseology ofKames's Elements.38What
needs to be emphasized here is, first, the degree to which Jefferson's letter exhibits
a thorough grasp and assimilation of Kames's critical position and, second, the
deftness with which he summarizes and illustrates Kames's precepts. In a real sense,
the second consideration is proof of the first, for Jefferson's brief essay on the moral
utility of fiction is a brilliant and masterfully concise summation of several of
Kames's key ideas. By reordering arguments, condensing the exposition, and
demystifying the language and examples, Jefferson presents Kames's theory with a
clarity and force of which Karnes himself was scarcely capable.
In the long second chapter of the Elements, Karnes labors to explain what he
terms "the sympathetic emotion of virtue," the feeling that is aroused by the contemplation of "virtuous actions," and by which "our propensity at the same time
to such actions is much enlivened, as to become for a time an actual emotion."

36
37

Papers, 1:88n.
See Sowerby, Catalogue of the Library of Thomas Jefferson.

38

Berman, Thomas Jefferson Among the Arts, 22-3, 30-r.
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"But no man hath a propensity for vice as such: on the contrary, a wicked deed
disgusts him, and makes him abhor the author; and this abhorrence is a strong antidote against vice, as long as any impression remains of the wicked action." The
sympathetic emotion of virtue, Karnes says, prompts us "to imitate what we admire .... And every exercise of virtue, internal and external, leads to habit; for the
disposition or propensity of the mind, like a limb of the body, becomes stronger by
exercise. Thus, by proper discipline, every person may acquire a settled habit of virtue: intercourse with men of worth, histories of generous and disinterested actions,
and frequent meditation upon them, keep the sympathetic emotions in constant exercise, which by degrees introduceth a habit, and con.firms the authority of virtue" 39
In Jefferson's letter to Skipwith, this train of argument, which takes several pages
in Karnes, is efficiently rendered in four lively sentences: "When any signal act of
charity or of gratitude, for instance, is presented either to our sight or imagination,
we are deeply impressed with it's beauty and feel a strong desire in ourselves of
doing charitable and grateful acts also. On the contrary when we see or read of any
atrocious deed, we are disgusted with it's deformity and conceive an abhorrence of
vice. Now every emotion of this kind is an exercise of our virtuous dispositions;
and dispositions of the mind, like limbs of the body, acquire strength by exercise.
But exercise produces habit; and in the instance of which .\Vespeak, the exercise
being of the moral feelings, produces a habit of thinking and acting virtuously. " 40
Not only has Jefferson effectively presented Kames's ideas of the "sympathetic
emotion of virtue" and the strengthening of the moral propensities through exercise, he has also managed to work into his account a distinction that Karnes develops at length to explain how the psychological conditions and effects of actual
experience can be effectively reproduced by memory (for actual events that can be
recalled) or artisic expression (for events that are not a part of one's personal experience). When Jefferson refers to an act being "presented either to our sight or
imagination," he employs the distinction that Karnes develops farther along in the
same chapter through elaborate argument involving the use of the key concepts of
"real presence" and "ideal presence. " 41 Though Jefferson clearly echoes Kames's
phrasing, here as elsewhere he avoids technical terminology.
In each of his next two sentences of his letter, Jefferson succinctly presents another idea that derives from the Elements:(r) that, in the language of Karnes, "even
genuine history has no command over our passions but by ideal presence only; and
consequently, that in this respect it stands upon the same footing with fable"; and
(2) that "the reader's passions are never sensibly moved, till he be thrown into a
kind of reverie; in which state, forgetting that he is reading, he conceives every
incident as passing in his presence, precisely as if he were an eye-witness. " 42
Jefferson states: "We never reflect whether the story we read be truth or fiction. If
the painting be lively, and a tolerable picture of nature, we are thrown into a reverie, from which if we awaken it is the fault of the writer. " 43 He then gives specific
examples of how these concepts come into play for a reader or auditor, and it is
noteworthy that his examples are mostly drawn from authors that Skipwith has

39

4°

4r

[Henry Home, Lord Karnes] Elements of Criticism, The
Seventh Edition, 2 vols. (Edinburgh, 1788), 63-5.
Papers, 1:76-7. Berman points out the close similarities of
these passages in Thomas Jefferson Among the Arts, 22-3.
I do not, of course, mean to suggest that Kames's methods

42

43

are inappropriate to a philosophical treatise or that
Jefferson's concise summary does total justice to his ideas.
[Karnes], Elements, 1:95---6,93.
Papers, I: 77.
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himself requested-Shakespeare,
Marmontel, and Sterne. The closing portion of
Jefferson's brief essay on the moral utility of fiction makes yet another point
adopted from Lord Karnes, who observed that "examples confined to real events
are not so frequent as without other means to produce a habit of virtue: if they be,
they are not regarded by historians. By that contrivance [i.e., fiction], examples to
improve us in virtue may be multiplied without end: no other sort of discipline
contributes more to make virtue habitual, and no other sort is so agreeable in application. "44 In rendering this idea, Jefferson reverses his previous tendency by
embroidering the theme somewhat: "Considering history as a moral exercise, her
lessons would be too unfrequent if confined to real life. Of those recorded by historians few incidents have been attended with such circumstances as to excite in
any high degree this sympathetic emotion of virtue. We are therefore wisely framed
to be as warmly interested for a fictitious as for a real personage. The spacious field
of imagination is thus laid open to our use, and lessons may be formed to illustrate
and carry home to the mind every moral rule oflife." 45 Together with the other
striking similarities, Jefferson's use here of Kames's key phrase, the "sympathetic
emotion of virtue," establishes beyond question that he had been reading Kames's
Elements of Criticismwith extraordinary attention and had distilled its basic ideas
into a clear and coherent view. And what is perhaps more important, it was a view
that he was to endorse with enthusiasm, and never forsake.
The list ofbooks Thomas Jefferson sent to his friend Robert Skipwith in August
1771 is indeed an important and indicative document, for it offers telling clues to
the reading of the most significant American reader of his time, a man for whom
books were a "necessary oflife" and thus a key to his greatness. To appreciate its
significance, one must recognize that Jefferson's task in selecting books to recommend to Skipwith was something very different from a listing of his favorite works.
The list he devised mixes some of the most memorable books of the day with some
that are, as Jefferson said later of one of them, "merely superficial." 46 Though it
may be regarded as an intriguing selection in many respects and highly informative
to students of Jefferson and his age, it cannot be said to be typical of its kind. Valuable for bearing witness to Jefferson's early regard for books he later neglected, it is
not a reliable guide to the books he ultimately included in his great library.
Near the end of his letter,Jefferson asks Skipwith: "But whence the necessity of
this collection? Come to the new Rowanty, from which you may reach your hand
to a library formed on a more extensive plan." 47 Jefferson has here underlined an
consideration of importance to all students of his library, for like the new
Rowanty,4 8 which he had decided to call Monticello, the library that was forming
in his mind and on his shelves was to be a creation of great complexity and would
have a long evolution. It would be as unlike the typical Virginia gentleman's library as Monticello was to be unlike the typical plantation, and what most distinguished it from others, finally, was less its size or its monetary value than the "more
extensive plan" upon which it was formed.

44
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[Karnes], Elements, 1:103-4.
Papers, 1:77. Jefferson's last sentence echoes another passage in Karnes: "with respect to education in particular,
what a spacious and commodious avenue to the heart of
a young person is here opened!" Elements, I: 65.
Said ofKeith's History of Virginia.TJ to John Adams, Dec.
28, 1812, Lester]. Cappon, ed., The Adams:J,jfersonLetters

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1959),
J l 5.
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Papers, 1:78.
The old Rowanty was apparently Skipwith's own residence on Rowanty Creek. I am grateful to Lucia C.
Stanton, Director of Research at Monticello, for this information.

Appendix:
TABLE A: SKIPWITH
JEFFERSON'S

LIST BOOKS

NOT

FOUND IN

GREAT LIBRARY

This table follows Jefferson's own listing of categories and individual items but
omits bibliographical and price information (Papers,1:78-80). Authors have been
shown in brackets for some of the more obscure titles and to reflect Jefferson's
group attributions for Smollett, Richardson, and Langhorne.
FINE

ARTS

Addison's plays
Home's plays
Steele's plays
Garric's dramatic works
Foote's dramatic works
Rousseau's Eloisa. Eng.
---.
Emilius and Sophia. Eng.
[Sarah Fielding] David Simple
[Smollett] Peregrine Pickle
[Smollett] Launcelot Graves
[Richardson] Pamela
[Richardson] Clarissa
[Richardson] Grandison
[Richardson (actually Henry Brooke)] Fool
of quality
Feilding's works
(Langhorne] Constantia
[Langhorne] Solyman and Almena
[Madelaine Angelique (Poisson) de Gomez]
Belle assemblee
(Frances Sheridan] Sidney Bidulph
[Frances Brooke] Lady Julia Mandeville
[Hawkesworth] Almoran and Hamet
Percy's reliques of antient English poetry
Percy's Miscellaneous Chinese peices
Waller's poems
Dodsley's collection of poems
Pearch's collection of poems
Gray's works
Prior's poems
Gay's works
Dryden's works
Churchill's poems
Spectator
Tatler
Guardian
Ld. Lyttleton's Persian letters

CRITICISM

ON THE FINE ARTS

Burke on the sublime and beautiful
Hogarth's analysis of beauty
Reid on the human mind
Smith's theory of moral sentiments
POLITICKS.

TRADE.

Steuart's Political oeconomy
RELIGION.

Sherlock on a future state
LAW

[None]
HISTORY.

ANTIENT.

Jeffery's Historical & Chronological chart'
HISTORY.

MODERN.

Bossuet' s history of France
NATURAL
HISTORY

PHILOSOPHY.

NATURAL

&c.

Thompson's travels
MISCELLANEOUS

(None]

1

This title was purchased by Jefferson in Paris (Papers,
ro:201) but does not appear in his library catalogues.
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AVAILABLE IN WILLIAMSBURG

This table shows Jefferson's own listing of categories and individual items but omits
bibliographical and price information (Papers,r:78-80).

FINE

ARTS

RELIGION

[Whately] Observations on gardening
Webb's essay on painting
Hoole's Tasso
Ossian with Blair's criticisms
Dryden's plays
Addison's plays
Rowe's works
Home's plays
Terence. Eng.
Steele's plays
Congreve's works
Garric's dramatic works
Foote's dramatic works
Sentimental journey
Fragments of antient poetry
Percy's Runic poems
Percy's Han Kiou Chouan
Chaucer
Pearch's collection of poems
Gray's works
Prior's poems
Freeholder
Ld. Lyttleton's Persian letters
CRITICISM

ON THE FINE

ARTS

Ld. Kaim's elements of criticism
Burke on the sublime and beautiful
Reid on the human mind
Capell's prolusions
POLITICKS,

TRADE

Locke on government
Sidney on government
Ld. Bolingbroke's political works
Montesquieu's rise & fall of the Roman
governmt
Steuart's Political oeconomy
Petty's Political arithmetic

Locke's conduct of the mind in search of truth
Xenophon's memoirs of Socrates. by Feilding
Epictetus. by Mrs. Carter
Seneca. by L'Estrange
Cicero's Tusculan questions. Eng.
Ld. Bolingbroke's Philosophical works
Ld. Kaim's Natural Religion
0ohn Bruckner] Philosophical survey of
Nature
LAW

Ld. Kaim's Principles of equity
Blackstone's Commentaries
Cuningham's Law dictionary
HISTORY.

ANTIENT.

Tacitus by Gordon
Bayle's Dictionary
Jeffery's Historical & Chronological chart 2
HISTORY.

MODERN.

Robertson's History of Charles the Vth
Clarendon's history of the rebellion
Robertson's history of Scotland
Keith's history of Virginia
NATURAL
HISTORY

PHILOSOPHY.

NATURAL

&c.

Macqueer's elements of Chemistry
Home's principles of agriculture
Tull's horse-hoeing husbandry
Buffon's natural history
A compendium of Physic & Surgery
Addison's travels
Thompson's travels
MISCELLANEOUS

Ld. Lyttleton's dialogues of the dead
Fenelon's dialogues of the dead
Locke on Education
Owen's Diet. of arts & sciences

2

This title was purchased by Jefferson in Paris (Papers,
ro:201) but does not appear in his library catalogues.
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TABLE C: THE

SKIPWITH
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LIST

This table shows Jefferson's own listing of categories and individual items but omits
bibliographical and price information (PapersefThomasjefferson, r:78-80). Authors
have been shown in brackets for some of the more obscure titles and to reflect
Jefferson's group attributions for Smollett, Richardson, and Langhorne.

FINE

ARTS

[Whately] Observations on gardening
Webb's essay on painting
Pope's Iliad
---.
Odyssey
Dryden's Virgil
Milton's works
Hoole's Tasso
Ossian with Blair's criticisms
Telemachus
Capell's Shakespear
Dryden's plays
Addison's plays
Otway's plays
Rowe's works
Thompson's works
Home's plays
Mallet's works
Mason's poetical works
Terence. Eng.
Moliere. Eng.
Farquhar's plays
Vanbrugh's plays
Steele's plays
Congreve's works
Carrie's dramatic works
Foote's dramatic works
Rousseau's Eloisa. Eng.
---.
Emilius and Sophia. Eng.
Marmontel's moral tales
Gil Blas. by Smollett
Don Quixot. by Smollett
[Sarah Fielding] David Simple
[Smollett] Roderic Random
[Smollett] Peregrine Pickle
[Smollett] Launcelot Graves
[Smollett (actually Charles Johnstone)]
Adventures of a guinea
[Richardson] Pamela
[Richardson] Clarissa
[Richardson] Grandison
[Richardson (actually Henry Brooke)] Fool of
quality
Feilding's works
[Langhorne] Constantia
[Langhorne] Solyman and Almena

[Madelaine Angelique (Poisson) de Gomez]
Belle assemblee
Vicar ofWakefeild by Dr. Goldsmith
[Frances Sheridan] Sidney Bidulph
[Frances Brooke] Lady Julia Mandeville
[Hawkesworth] Almoran and Hamet
Tristram Shandy
Sentimental journey
Fragments of antient poetry
Percy's Runic poems
Percy's reliques of antient English poetry
Percy's Han Kiou Chouan
Percy's Miscellaneous Chinese peices
Chaucer
Spencer
Waller's poems
Dodsley's collection of poems
Pearch's collection of poems
Gray's works
Ogilvie's poems
Prior's poems
Gay's works
Shenstone's works
Dryden's works
Pope's works
Churchill's poems
Hu di brass
Swift's works
Swift's literary correspondence
Spectator
Tatler
Guardian
Freeholder
Ld. Lyttleton's Persian letters
CRITICISM

ON THE FINE

ARTS

Ld. Kaim's elements of criticism
Burke on the sublime and beautiful
Hogarth's analysis of beauty
Reid on the human mind
Smith's theory of moral sentiments
Johnson's dictionary
Capell's prolusions
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HISTORY.

MODERN.

Montesquieu's spirit oflaws
Locke on government
Sidney on government
Marmontel's Belisarius. Eng.
Ld. Bolingbroke's political works
Montesquieu's rise & fall of the Roman
governmt
Steuart's Political oeconomy
Petty's Political arithmetic

Robertson's History of Charles the Vth
Bossuet' s history of France
Davila. by Farneworth
Hume's history of England
Clarendon's history of the rebellion
Robertson's history of Scotland
Keith's history of Virginia
Stith's history of Virginia

RELIGION.

HISTORY

Locke's conduct of the mind in search of truth
Xenophon's memoirs of Socrates. by Feilding
Epictetus. by Mrs. Carter
Antoninus by Collins
Seneca. by L'Estrange
Cicero's Offices. by Guthrie
Cicero's Tusculan questions. Eng.
Ld. Bolingbroke's Philosophical works
Hume's essays
Ld. Kaim's Natural Religion
[Bruckner] Philosophical survey of Nature
Oeconomy of human life
Sterne's sermons
Sherlock on death
Sherlock on a future state

Nature displayed. Eng.
Franklin on Electricity
Macqueer' s elements of Chemistry
Home's principles of agriculture
Tull's horse-hoeing husbandry
Duhamel's husbandry
Millar's Gardener's diet.
Buffon's natural history
A compendium of Physic & Surgery
Addison's travels
Anson's voiage
Thompson's travels
Lady M. W. Montague's letters

NATURAL

LAW

Ld. Kaim's Principles of equity
Blackstone's Commentaries
Cuningham's Law dictionary
HISTORY.

ANTIENT.

Bible
Rollin's Antient history
Stanyan's Graecian history
Livy (the late translation)
Sallust by Gordon
Tacitus by Gordon
Caesar by Bladen
Josephus. Eng.
Vertot's Revolution ofRome. Eng.
Plutarch's lives. by Langhorne
Bayle's Dictionary
Jeffery's Historical & Chronological chart

PHILOSOPHY.

NATURAL

&c.

MISCELLANEOUS

Ld. Lyttleton's dialogues of the dead
Fenelon's dialogues of the dead
Voltaire's works
Locke on Education
Owen's Diet. of arts & sciences

